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ABSTRACT: Nuclear receptors act as ligand-modulated transcription factors and orchestrate a plethora of
cellular functions central to health and disease. Although studied for more than half a century, many mysteries
surrounding the mechanism of action of nuclear receptors remain unresolved. Herein, using isothermal
titration calorimetry (ITC) in conjunction with macromolecular modeling (MM), we provide evidence that
the binding of the ERR nuclear receptor to its DNA response element is coupled to proton uptake by two
ionizable residues, H196 and E203, located at the protein-DNA interface. Alanine substitution of these
ionizable residues decouples protonation and hampers the binding of ERR to DNA by nearly 1 order of
magnitude. Remarkably, H196 and E203 are predominantly conserved across ∼50 members of the nuclear
receptor family, implying that proton-coupled equilibrium may serve as a key regulatory switch for
modulating protein-DNA interactions central to nuclear receptor function and regulation. Taken together,
our findings unearth an unexpected but critical step in the molecular action of nuclear receptors and suggest
that they may act as sensors of intracellular pH.

Estrogen receptor R (ERR)1 is a member of a family of ligandmodulated transcription factors that have come to be known as
nuclear receptors (NRs) (1-4). All members of NR family are
evolutionarily related and share a core modular architecture
comprised of a central DNA-binding (DB) domain flanked
between an N-terminal transactivation (TA) domain and a
C-terminal ligand-binding (LB) domain (5-7). A typical scenario
for the activation of nuclear receptors involves the secretion of
lipophilic messengers such as hormones and vitamins by appropriate tissues. Upon their diffusion through the cell membrane,
these ligands bind to the LB domain of nuclear receptors and
allow their translocation into the nucleus to modulate gene
expression (8-10). While the DB domain recognizes specific
promoter elements, the LB domain additionally serves as a platform for the recruitment of a multitude of cellular proteins, such
as transcription factors, coactivators, and corepressors, to the site
of DNA transcription, thereby allowing nuclear receptors to
exert their action at the genomic level in a concerted fashion (11, 12). The TA domain is believed to be responsive to
growth factors acting through the MAPK signaling and may
further synergize the action of various coactivators and corepressors recruited by the LB domain at the site of DNA
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transcription (13, 14). In this manner, nuclear receptors orchestrate a diverse array of cellular functions from embryonic
development to metabolic homeostasis, and their malfunction
has been widely implicated in disease (5, 15-19).
Discovered more than half a century ago, ERR mediates the
action of estrogens such as estradiol, and its hyperactivation leads
to the genesis of large fractions of breast cancer (20-26). The DB
domain of ERR binds as a homodimer to the AGGTCAnnnTGACCT consensus motif, termed the estrogen response element
(ERE), located within the promoters of target genes (27). DNA
binding is accomplished through a pair of tandem C4-type zinc
fingers, with each finger containing a Zn2þ ion coordinated in
a tetrahedral arrangement by four highly conserved cysteine
residues (28, 29). The first zinc finger (ZF-I) within each monomer of DB domain recognizes the hexanucleotide sequence 50 AGGTCA-30 within the major groove at each end of the ERE
duplex, while the second zinc finger (ZF-II) is responsible for the
homodimerization of the DB domain upon DNA binding. Close
scrutiny of the three-dimensional structure of the DB domain of
ERR in complex with the ERE duplex reveals that a triplet of
ionizable residues (D190, H196, and E203) either protrudes deep
into the comfort of the major groove at the protein-DNA
interface or appears to reside within touching distance of the
DNA backbone (28) (Figure 1). Given that the placement of
these residues in the proximity of the negatively charged phosphate backbone of DNA would be energetically unfavorable
because of electrostatic repulsions, we hypothesized that the side
chain moieties of D190, H196, and E203 may become protonated
upon the binding of ERR to DNA to neutralize the intermolecular repulsions and further enhance the favorable role of
electrostatic forces central to driving protein-DNA interactions.
This notion is further corroborated by the fact that the imidazole
side chain of H196 stacks against the highly basic side chain of
K206, a scenario that could reduce the side chain pKa of H196
and thereby render it more amenable to protonation upon the
r 2010 American Chemical Society
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FIGURE 1: Three-dimensional atomic model of the DB domain of human ERR in complex with the ERE duplex containing the AGGTCAcagTGACCT consensus sequence. Note that the DB domain binds to DNA as a homodimer. One monomer of the DB domain is colored green
and the other blue. The Zn2þ divalent ions are depicted as gray spheres, and the side chain moieties of D190, H196, E203, and K206 within the DB
monomers are colored red. The DNA backbone is colored yellow, and the bases are colored gray for the sake of clarity. The numerals at the termini
of DB monomers indicate the boundaries of the DB domain within the amino acid sequence of human ERR.

binding of the DB domain to DNA. It is also of note that the
acidic side chains of D190 and E203 are positioned in the proximity of each other within the DB domain. It is thus conceivable
that the more acidic side chain of D190 may be able to increase
the pKa value of the side chain of E203, allowing it to become
protonated more easily upon the binding of the DB domain to
DNA at its own expense. Although both D190 and E203 are
located at the protein-DNA interface, protonation of E203
would be more desirable as it directly inserts into the major
groove of DNA.
In an effort to test our hypothesis, we have employed here
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) in conjunction with
macromolecular modeling (MM) to analyze the binding of the
DB domain of ERR to a 21-mer dsDNA oligo containing the
ERE motif, hereafter termed the ERE duplex. Our data reveal
that H196 and E203, but not D190, indeed become protonated
upon the binding of ERR to DNA. Furthermore, alanine substitution of these ionizable residues decouples protonation and
hampers the binding of ERR to DNA by nearly 1 order of magnitude. Our study suggests that the proton-coupled equilibrium
observed here may be a general feature of the nuclear receptor
family.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein Preparation. The DB domain (residues 176-250) of
human ERR (Expasy entry P03372) was cloned into the pET102
bacterial expression vector, with an N-terminal thioredoxin (Trx)
tag and a C-terminal polyhistidine (His) tag, using Invitrogen
TOPO technology. The Trx tag was included to maximize protein
expression in the soluble fraction, while the His tag was added to
aid in protein purification through Ni-NTA affinity chromatography. Additionally, thrombin protease sites were introduced at

both the N- and C-termini of the DB domain to aid in the
removal of tags after purification. The protein was subsequently
expressed in the Escherichia coli BL21*(DE3) bacterial strain
(Invitrogen) and purified on a Ni-NTA affinity column using
standard procedures. Briefly, bacterial cells were grown at 20 °C
in LB medium supplemented with 50 μM ZnCl2 to an optical
density of 0.5 at 600 nm prior to induction with 0.5 mM isopropyl
β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). The bacterial culture was
further grown overnight at 20 °C, and the cells were subsequently
harvested and disrupted using a BeadBeater (Biospec). After
separation of cell debris via high-speed centrifugation, the cell
lysate was loaded onto a Ni-NTA column and washed extensively
with 20 mM imidazole to eliminate nonspecific binding of bacterial proteins to the column. The recombinant protein was subsequently eluted with 200 mM imidazole and dialyzed against an
appropriate buffer to remove excess imidazole. Further treatment
on a Hiload Superdex 200 size-exclusion chromatography (SEC)
column coupled in-line with a GE Akta FPLC system led to
purification of the recombinant DB domain to apparent homogeneity as judged by SDS-PAGE analysis. The identity of the
recombinant protein was confirmed by MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry analysis. The final yield was typically between 5
and 10 mg of protein of apparent homogeneity per liter of bacterial
culture. Treatment with thrombin protease significantly destabilized the recombinant DB domain, and it appeared to be proteolytically unstable. For this reason, except for control experiments to
ensure that the tags had no effect on the binding of the DB domain
to DNA, all experiments reported herein were conducted with the
recombinant fusion DB domain containing a Trx tag at the
N-terminus and a His tag at the C-terminus. The protein concentration was determined by the fluorescence-based Quant-It
assay (Invitrogen) and spectrophotometrically using an extinction
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coefficient of 29045 M-1 cm-1 calculated for the recombinant
fusion DB domain using the online software ProtParam at ExPasy
Server (30). Results from both methods were in an excellent
agreement.
Site-Directed Mutagenesis. The pET102 bacterial expression vector expressing the wild-type DB domain of ERR was
subjected to the QuikChange Lightening kit (Stratagene) to
generate single mutants D190A (DB_D190A), S193A (DB_
S193A), H196A (DB_H196A), Y197A (DB_Y197A), S201A (DB_
S201A), E203A (DB_E203A), K206A (DB_K206A), K210A
(DB_K210A), and R211A (DB_R211A) and double mutant
H196A/E203A (DB_AA). All mutant DB domains were expressed,
purified, and characterized as described above. When analyzed by
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) using a Hiload Superdex
200 column, all mutant DB domains exhibited elution volumes
virtually indistinguishable from those observed for the wild-type
DB domain, implying that the point substitution of specific residues
did not lead to protein unfolding and that the mutant DB domains
retained the compact globular fold characteristic of the wild-type
DB domain. These observations were further confirmed by circular
dichroism (CD) analysis.
DNA Synthesis. 21-mer DNA oligos containing the ERE
consensus site (AGGTCAnnnTGACCT) were commercially
obtained from Sigma Genosys. The complete nucleotide sequences
of the sense and antisense oligos constituting the ERE duplex were
as follows:

and the raw data were further processed to yield binding isotherms of heat release per injection as a function of the molar
ratio of ERE duplex to dimer-equivalent DB domain. The heats
of mixing and dilution were subtracted from the heat of binding
per injection by conducting a control experiment in which the
same buffer in the calorimetric cell was titrated against the
ERE duplex in an identical manner. Control experiments with
scrambled dsDNA oligos generated a thermal power similar to
that obtained for the buffer alone, implying that there was no
nonspecific binding of the DB domain to noncognate DNA.
Experiments that aimed to examine the binding of the thrombincleaved DB domain to DNA gave results similar to those of
experiments conducted with the recombinant fusion protein,
implying that the tags had no effect on DNA binding. However,
because of the poor stability and low yield of the thrombincleaved DB domain and particularly in the case of mutant DB
domains, all experiments reported here were conducted with the
recombinant fusion DB domain containing a Trx tag at the
N-terminus and a His tag at the C-terminus. Additionally,
titration of a protein construct containing thioredoxin with a
C-terminal His tag (Trx-His) in the calorimetric cell with the ERE
duplex in the syringe produced no observable signal, implying
that the tags do not interact with the ERE duplex. In a similar
manner, titration of wild-type or mutant DB domains in the
calorimetric cell with the Trx-His construct in the syringe
produced no observable signal, implying that the tags do not
interact with any of the wild-type or mutant DB domains. To
extract the observed affinity (Kobs) and observed enthalpy
(ΔHobs), the binding isotherms were iteratively fit to the following
built-in function by nonlinear least-squares regression analysis
using integrated Microcal ORIGIN:

Oligo concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically on the basis of their extinction coefficients derived
from their nucleotide sequences using the online software
OligoAnalyzer 3.0 (Integrated DNA Technologies) based
on the nearest-neighbor model (31). To obtain doublestranded DNA (dsDNA) annealed oligos to generate the
ERE duplex, equimolar amounts of sense and antisense
oligos were mixed together and heated at 95 °C for 10 min
and then allowed to cool to room temperature. The
efficiency of oligo annealing to generate dsDNA was
close to 100% as judged by Native-PAGE and circular
dichroism (CD) analysis.
ITC Measurements. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
experiments were performed on a Microcal VP-ITC instrument,
and data were acquired and processed using fully automized
features in Microcal ORIGIN. Measurements were repeated
three or four times in phosphate, Hepes, Tricine, or Tris buffer.
All buffers were taken to a final concentration of 50 mM containing 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol (pH 7.0). Additionally, 0105 mM NaCl was added to adjust the ionic strength of all buffers
to 110 mM. This ionic strength was sufficiently high to prevent
nonspecific binding of the DB domain of ERR to DNA yet
sufficiently low to allow ITC analysis to be conducted with a high
signal-to-noise ratio. Various constructs of the DB domain and
the ERE duplex were prepared in an appropriate buffer and
degassed using the ThermoVac accessory for 5 min. The experiments were initiated via injection of 25  10 μL aliquots of
50-100 μM ERE duplex from the syringe into the calorimetric
cell containing 1.8 mL of a 5-10 μM DB domain solution at
25 °C. The change in thermal power as a function of each
injection was automatically recorded using Microcal ORIGIN,

qðiÞ ¼ ðnVPΔHobs =2Þf1 þ L=nP þ Kobs =nP
- ½ð1þL=nPþKobs =nPÞ2 - 4L=nP1=2 g

ð1Þ

where q(i) is the heat release (kilocalories per mole) for the ith
injection, n is the binding stoichiometry, V is the effective volume
of protein solution in the calorimetric cell (1.46 mL), P is the total
dimer-equivalent concentration of the DB domain in the calorimetric cell (micromolar), and L is the concentration of ERE
duplex added (micromolar). Equation 1 is derived from the
binding of a ligand to a macromolecule using the law of mass
action assuming a one-site model (32). The observed free energy
of binding (ΔGobs) was calculated from the relationship
ΔGobs ¼ RT ln Kobs

ð2Þ

where R is the universal molar gas constant (1.99 cal mol-1 K-1)
and T is the absolute temperature (298 K). The observed entropic
contribution (TΔSobs) to binding was calculated from the
relationship
ð3Þ
TΔSobs ¼ ΔHobs - ΔGobs
The net change in the number of protons (Δm) absorbed or
released per DB monomer upon binding to DNA and the
intrinsic binding enthalpy (ΔHint) due to direct protein-DNA
interactions and protonation of ionizable moieties were calculated from the slope and y-intercept of ΔHobs - ΔHion plots by
linear fits of data to the equation
ΔHobs ¼ 2ΔmΔHion þ ΔHint

ð4Þ

where ΔHobs is the observed binding enthalpy and ΔHion is the
ionization enthalpy of each buffer. The ΔHion values of various
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FIGURE 2: Representative ITC isotherms for the binding of the ERE duplex to the wild-type DB domain of ERR in phosphate (a), Hepes (b),

Tricine (c), and Tris (d) buffers at pH 7.0 and 25 °C. The top panels show the raw ITC data expressed as the change in thermal power with respect to
time over the period of titration. In the bottom panels, the change in molar heat is expressed as a function of the molar ratio of the ERE duplex to
the dimer-equivalent DB domain (b). The solid lines in the bottom panels show the fit of data to a one-site model, as embodied in eq 1, using
Microcal Origin. Note also that the DB domain shows no nonspecific binding to scrambled dsDNA oligos (O).

buffers were 1.22 kcal/mol for phosphate buffer, 5.02 kcal/mol
for Hepes buffer, 7.64 kcal/mol for Tricine buffer, and 11.35 kcal/
mol for Tris buffer (33-35).
Macromolecular Modeling. Macromolecular modeling
(MM) was employed to generate a three-dimensional atomic
model of the DB domain of ERR in complex with the ERE
duplex using MODELER based on homology modeling (36).
The X-ray structure of the DB domain of ERR in complex with a
dsDNA oligo containing the ERE motif but with varying
flanking sequences was used as a template (Protein Data Bank
entry 1HCQ). A total of 100 atomic models were calculated, and
the structure with the lowest energy, as judged by the MODELER Objective Function, was selected for further analysis. The
atomic model was rendered using RIBBONS (37), and the
electrostatic surface potentials were generated using MOLMOL (38).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Binding of the DB Domain of ERR to DNA Is Coupled to
Proton Uptake. To test our hypothesis that the binding of ERR
to DNA is coupled to proton uptake, we measured the binding of
the DB domain of ERR to the ERE duplex in buffers of varying
ionization enthalpies using ITC. Figure 2 shows representative
ITC isotherms obtained from such measurements, while detailed
thermodynamic parameters are listed in Table 1. It should be
noted here that a classical test for ligand binding coupled to
proton exchange is the dependence of the observed enthalpy
(ΔHobs) on ionization enthalpy (ΔHion) of the reaction buffer.
Because different buffers are characterized by distinct ionization
enthalpies, the observed enthalpy of ligand binding displays a
sharp dependence on the buffer employed due to varying
contributions from coupled protonation and deprotonation.
Our data indeed suggest that the ΔHobs for the binding of the
DB domain of ERR to DNA is highly dependent on the nature of
buffer conditions employed (Figure 2). Thus, the ΔHobs of

binding goes from being highly exothermic (-30.52 kcal/mol)
in phosphate buffer to being endothermic (9.82 kcal/mol) in Tris
buffer and thereby mirrors the ΔHion of the respective buffers
ranging from 1.22 to 11.35 kcal/mol (33-35). This salient
observation demonstrates that the binding of the DB domain
of ERR to DNA is directly coupled to proton uptake. Although
such a coupled equilibrium could result from the protonation of
DNA bases, the side chain moieties of D190, H196, and E203
within the DB domain must be considered as the major suspects
for proton uptake because of their proximity to the negatively
charged phosphate backbone of DNA, a situation that would
be inconceivable on thermodynamic grounds barring their protonation.
It is also worth noting that while the enthalpy is favorable for
the binding of ERR to DNA in phosphate buffer, it contributes a
substantial energetic penalty in Tris buffer (Table 1). In fact, close
scrutinization of thermodynamic parameters observed for the
binding of ERR to DNA in various buffers suggests that while
enthalpy solely drives this protein-DNA interaction in phosphate and Hepes buffers of low ionization enthalpies, entropy
plays a major role in Tris and Tricine buffers with high ionization
enthalpies. In particular, in the case of Tris buffer, it is the
entropy that drives binding against the backdrop of enthalpic
penalty. These observations imply that physiological settings
with low ionization enthalpies are likely to favor the binding of
ERR to DNA, while the opposing conditions may be somewhat
inhibitory. This is indeed corroborated by the fact that the
binding affinity for formation of the ERR-DNA complex
decreases by nearly 1 order of magnitude from 43 nM in
phosphate buffer to 336 nM in Tris buffer (Table 1). It should
be borne in mind that the favorable enthalpic contributions to
binding largely result from the release of heat upon the formation
of tight electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic contacts between protein and DNA. Thus, in buffers with
low ionization enthalpies, the favorable enthalpic contribution is
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Table 1: Observed Thermodynamic Parameters for the Binding of the ERE
Duplex to the Wild-Type DB Domain of ERR in Various Buffers at pH
7.0 and 25 °Ca

phosphate
Hepes
Tricine
Tris

Kobs (nM)

ΔHobs
(kcal/mol)

TΔSobs
(kcal/mol)

ΔGobs
(kcal/mol)

43 ( 13
59 ( 6
238 ( 84
336 ( 6

-30.52 ( 0.27
-17.22 ( 0.50
-6.06 ( 1.54
9.82 ( 0.64

-20.44 ( 0.38
-7.34 ( 0.53
3.02 ( 1.68
19.10 ( 0.52

-10.08 ( 0.20
-9.88 ( 0.07
-9.08 ( 0.23
-8.94 ( 0.12

a
The binding stoichiometries to the fits agreed within (10%. Errors
were calculated from three or four independent measurements. All errors
are given to one standard deviation.

only slightly offset to compensate for the proton-coupled equilibrium, rendering enthalpy as the sole driving force accompanied
by an entropic penalty. In contrast, in buffers with high ionization enthalpies, the favorable enthalpic contribution is largely
offset and even overridden by the enthalpic penalty due to the
proton-coupled equilibrium with entropy either contributing
favorably or serving as the sole driving force at the expense of
enthalpy.
This reciprocal relationship between enthalpy and entropy lies
in the enthalpy-entropy compensation phenomenon (39-43);
macromolecular interactions are compensated by equal but
opposing entropic changes such that there is little or no net gain
in the overall free energy. Thus, buffers with high ionization
enthalpies gain a substantial increase in entropy upon the release
of a proton, presumably due to an increase in the degrees of
freedom that become available to water molecules after they are
freed from their hydration shell surrounding the exchangeable
proton prior to its release. However, in the case of buffers with
low ionization enthalpies, the exchangeable proton would be
expected to be more “economically” hydrated such that the
release of water molecules from the rather small hydration shell
contributes relatively little to the overall entropy gain but at the
same time draws less heat to be removed. Such enthalpy-entropy
compensations for the binding of the DB domain to the ERE
duplex in various buffers are illustrated in Figure 3a. Consistent
with the foregoing arguments, it should also be noted that while
the increase in the binding affinity of the DB domain for DNA
correlates with the overall favorable enthalpy change in various
buffers, the increase in the favorable entropy change seems to
oppose such protein-DNA interactions (Figure 3b,c).
Residues H196 and E203 Serve as Sole Proton Acceptors
upon the Binding of ERR to DNA. For processes in which
ligand binding is coupled to proton exchange, the observed
enthalpy (ΔHobs) is related to the ionization enthalpy (ΔHion)
by the relationship ΔHobs=2ΔmΔHion þ ΔHint, where Δm is the
net change in the number of protons absorbed or released per DB
monomer upon binding to DNA and ΔHint is the intrinsic
binding enthalpy due to direct protein-DNA interactions and
protonation of ionizable moieties. A plot of ΔHobs versus ΔHion
should thus yield a linear curve with the slope 2Δm and y-intercept equal to ΔHint. As shown in Figure 4, such analysis reveals
that the binding of the wild-type DB domain (DB_WT) of ERR
to DNA results in the uptake of two protons per DB monomer. It
should be noted here that a positive slope equates to proton
uptake and a negative slope to proton release in this analysis. The
fact that the binding of each monomer of the DB domain to
DNA is coupled to a net uptake of two protons implies that at
least two of the three possible residues (D190, H196, and E203)
may serve as proton acceptors. Could it be possible that only two

FIGURE 3: Interdependence of the observed enthalpic change (ΔHobs),
entropic change (TΔSobs), and free energy change (ΔGobs) for the
binding of the ERE duplex to the wild-type DB domain of ERR in
various buffers: (a) ΔHobs - TΔSobs plot, (b) ΔHobs - ΔGobs plot, and
(c) TΔSobs - ΔGobs plot. Note that the solid lines represent linear fits to
the data in all plots. All error bars were calculated from three or four
independent measurements and are given to one standard deviation.

of these residues are involved in proton uptake, or do all three
residues fractionally contribute to a net uptake of two protons?
To address this question, we introduced single alanine substitutions at positions D190, H196, and E203 within the DB
domain and then bound these mutant domains to the ERE
duplex using ITC. The ΔHobs - ΔHion plot for the binding of the
D190A mutant of the DB domain (DB_D190A) to DNA reveals
that there is no net change in the number of protons exchanged
relative to the DB_WT domain (Figure 4), implying that D190 is
most likely not responsible for the proton-coupled equilibrium
observed here. In striking contrast, the ΔHobs - ΔHion plots for
the binding of H196A (DB_H196A) and E203A (DB_E203A)
mutants of the DB domain to DNA reveal that only one proton is
exchanged in each case (Figure 4), arguing strongly that residues
H196 and E203 are the sole sites of protonation.
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FIGURE 4: Dependence of the observed enthalpy (ΔHobs) as a function of ionization enthalpy (ΔHion) of various buffers upon the
binding of the ERE duplex to the wild-type DB domain (DB_WT),
the D190A single mutant of the DB domain (DB_D190A), the
H196A single mutant of the DB domain (DB_H196A), and the
E203A single mutant of the DB domain (DB_E203A) of ERR at
pH 7.0 and 25 °C. The ΔHion values of various buffers used were 1.22
kcal/mol for phosphate buffer, 5.02 kcal/mol for Hepes buffer, 7.64
kcal/mol for Tricine buffer, and 11.35 kcal/mol for Tris buffer
(33-35). The solid lines within each panel represent fits of data
points to eq 4. Note that the net change in the number of protons
(Δm) absorbed or released per DB monomer upon binding to DNA
and the intrinsic binding enthalpy (ΔHint) due to direct proteinDNA interactions and protonation of ionizable moieties for each DB
construct are provided within the corresponding panels. Error bars
were calculated from three or four independent measurements. All
errors are given to one standard deviation.

Table 2 provides complete thermodynamic parameters for the
binding of wild-type and various mutants of the DB domain to
the ERE duplex in phosphate buffer. It is clearly evident from
these data that while the D190A mutation has little effect on the
binding affinity of the DB domain for DNA, H196A and E203A
mutations both reduce the binding affinity by severalfold.
Remarkably, the binding of the H196A/E203A double mutant
of the DB domain (DB_AA) to DNA is ∼1 order of magnitude
weaker than that of the wild-type DB domain (DB_WT), arguing
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further that both H196 and E203 are likely involved in proton
uptake upon the binding of ERR to DNA. It should, however, be
noted that the poor stability of the DB_AA construct made
measurements feasible only in phosphate buffer, and no reliable
analysis could be conducted in other buffers for direct comparison with the DB_WT construct. It is also of interest that while
the H196A and E203A mutations result in the reduction of
enthalpy for the binding of the DB domain to DNA by ∼57 kcal/mol due to removal of the enthalpic contribution of
protonation at H196 or E203 and corresponding protein-DNA
interactions at these positions, the enthalpy change for the
D190A mutation is nearly 2-fold more favorable relative to
the wild-type DB domain (Table 2). It is thus conceivable that
the D190A mutation results in local secondary and tertiary
structural changes within the DB domain and that the partial
folding of the DB_D190A mutant domain upon binding to DNA
also favorably contributes to the binding enthalpy. However,
such an enhancement in favorable enthalpy does not translate
into a higher binding affinity of the D190A mutant domain for
DNA due to an equally compensating entropic contribution as
discussed in the previous section.
pH Tightly Regulates the Binding of the DB Domain of
ERR to DNA. In an effort to further support the notion that the
residues H196 and E203 serve as the sole sites of protonation
upon the binding of ERR to DNA, we analyzed the binding of
wild-type (DB_WT) and double mutant H196A/E203A (DB_
AA) constructs of the DB domain to the ERE duplex as a
function of solution pH (Figure 5). Our data reveal that while the
binding affinity of the DB_WT construct for DNA is sharply
dependent on solution pH in a sigmoidal fashion, the binding
affinity of the DB_AA construct for DNA is independent of
solution pH (Figure 5a). Taken collectively, our data suggest
strongly that the binding of the DB domain of ERR is coupled to
proton uptake and that the side chain moieties of H196 and E203
serve as sole proton acceptors in this capacity.
It is, however, noteworthy that the protonation of H196 and
E203 within ERR could precede or follow the subsequent binding
of DNA. In this manner, ERR could bind to DNA in both the
protonated and unprotonated forms. Figure 6 provides a thermodynamic cycle for the various equilibria linked to the binding
of ERR to DNA. It is clearly evident from such a cycle that the
binding of ERR to DNA may or may not be coupled to proton
uptake depending on solution pH. Thus, at low pH values, ERR
may become fully protonated prior to binding DNA. On the
other hand, at high pH values, ERR may become fully unprotonated and the proton uptake may be decoupled for its binding
to DNA. The fact that ERR can bind to DNA both in the
protonated form and in the unprotonated form is further
supported by the sigmoidal response of the binding affinity
(Kobs) of DB_WT for DNA as a function of pH (Figure 5a).
Thus, the plateau values of the 1/Kobs-pH plot at low and high
pH values correspond to the intrinsic binding affinities of the
protonated and unprotonated forms of DB_WT domain for
DNA, respectively.
It should also be noted that the ΔHobs-pH and TΔSobs-pH
plots for the binding of the DB_WT domain to DNA display bellshaped curves characteristic of a proton-coupled ligand binding event (Figure 5b, top and middle panels). Such behavior
arises due to the fact that the enthalpy of protonation of the
free form is different from that of the liganded form. Since the
ratio of free and liganded forms of the protein varies as a
function of pH in going from a low pH value to a high pH
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Table 2: Observed Thermodynamic Parameters for the Binding of the ERE Duplex to Wild-Type and Various Mutant Constructs of the DB Domain of ERR in
Phosphate Buffer at pH 7.0 and 25 °Ca

DB_WT
DB_D190A
DB_H196A
DB_E203A
DB_AA
DB_S193A
DB_Y197A
DB_S201A
DB_K206A
DB_K210A
DB_R211A

Kobs (nM)

ΔHobs (kcal/mol)

TΔSobs (kcal/mol)

ΔGobs (kcal/mol)

43 ( 13
67 ( 6
190 ( 24
172 ( 48
387 ( 90
102 ( 10
316 ( 7
119 ( 9
313 ( 6
326 ( 11
745 ( 76

-30.52 ( 0.27
-62.05 ( 1.64
-23.95 ( 0.08
-24.97 ( 1.81
-23.77 ( 2.29
-45.10 ( 1.29
-31.12 ( 0.41
-28.70 ( 0.69
-30.86 ( 0.86
-25.96 ( 0.17
-8.21 ( 0.09

-20.44 ( 0.38
-52.33 ( 1.48
-14.76 ( 0.14
-15.66 ( 1.97
-15.00 ( 2.36
-35.54 ( 1.25
-22.24 ( 0.37
-19.23 ( 0.64
-21.97 ( 0.85
-17.09 ( 0.18
0.17 ( 0.10

-10.08 ( 0.20
-9.80 ( 0.06
-9.18 ( 0.07
-9.26 ( 0.17
-8.77 ( 0.14
-9.55 ( 0.04
-8.88 ( 0.02
-9.46 ( 0.05
-8.89 ( 0.07
-8.86 ( 0.09
-8.38 ( 0.11

a
The various constructs of the DB domain are the wild-type consruct (DB_WT), the single mutant constructs (DB_D190A, DB_H196A, DB_E203A,
DB_S193A, DB_Y197A, DB_S201A, DB_K206A, DB_K210A, and DB_R211A), and the H196A/E203A double mutant construct (DB_AA). The binding
stoichiometries to the fits agreed within (10%. Errors were calculated from three or four independent measurements. All errors are given to one standard
deviation.

FIGURE 5: Dependence of thermodynamics on pH for the binding of the ERE duplex to the wild-type DB domain (DB_WT) and the H196A/

E203A double mutant of the DB domain (DB_AA) of ERR in phosphate buffer at 25 °C. (a) Representative 1/Kobs-pH plots for the DB_WT (b)
and DB_AA (2) domains. The solid lines indicate sigmoidal and linear fits to data points for the sake of clarity. (b) Representative ΔHobs-pH
(top), TΔSobs-pH (middle), and ΔGobs-pH (bottom) plots for the DB_WT domain. In the top and middle panels, the solid lines indicate
polynomial fits to data points for the sake of clarity. In the bottom panel, the solid line indicates a sigmoidal fit to data points for the sake of clarity.

value, the enthalpic contribution due to their protonation to
the observed enthalpy varies accordingly, reaching zero at the
extreme values and a maximum between these extremes where
the ratio of the protonation of the free form to the liganded
form equals unity. Expectedly, the ΔGobs-pH plot for the
binding of DB_WT to DNA follows sigmoidal behavior, in
agreement with the ability of both the protonated and unprotonated forms to bind to DNA with distinct affinities
(Figure 5b, bottom panel).

Electrostatic Surface Potentials Reveal That the Protonation of H196 and E203 Optimizes Thermodynamic
Constraints. In an attempt to rationalize the effect of protonation of H196 and E203 on electrostatics at the protein-DNA
interface, we generated molecular surfaces of the DB domain of
ERR in complex with the ERE duplex depicting protein electrostatic potentials (Figure 7). Our data reveal how such protonation switches polarization of protein surface at residues H196
and E203 to render it thermodynamically more favorable for

Article
coming into contact with DNA. In the free conformation, H196
and E203 occupy what appear to be neutral and negatively
charged spots on the protein surface, respectively, that are
destined to come into close contact with DNA. It is further
evident that while the presence of neutral charge at H196 may not
in any way compromise the subsequent binding of DNA,
protonation at this position could bring about favorable energetic contributions as a direct result of favorable electrostatic
interactions with the negatively charged phosphate backbone.

FIGURE 6: Thermodynamic cycle for the various equilibria linked to
the binding of ERR to DNA. (a) ERR becomes protonated in the free
form, and the resulting protonated form (P) binds to DNA. (b) ERR
binds to DNA in the unprotonated form (U), and the resulting
liganded form becomes protonated.
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In contrast, the buildup of negative charge at E203 would hamper
the subsequent binding of DNA due to electrostatic repulsions
with the negatively charged phosphate backbone, suggesting that
protonation at this position would relieve such energetic barriers.
Taken together, the electrostatic surface potentials of the DB
domain of ERR alone and in complex with DNA argue strongly
that the protonation of H196 and E203 would optimize thermodynamic constraints to allow the two molecular surfaces to come into
the proximity of one another to attain a tight molecular fit worthy of
the rather high affinity that this DNA-protein complex displays.
Proton-Coupled Binding to DNA Appears To Be a
Hallmark of the Nuclear Receptor Family. In an attempt
to analyze the extent to which the ability of ERR to become
protonated upon binding to DNA is shared by other members, we
generated an amino acid sequence alignment of the DB domains of
the entire human NR family (Figure 8). It should be noted that the
DB domains of NR family are poorly conserved and are <15%
identical in sequence outside the quartet of cysteine residues
involved in coordinating the Zn2þ divalent ion within each of the
two zinc fingers of the DB domain. Thus, the residues conserved
among the various DB domains bear a significant importance and
must have coevolved for a common physiological function.
Remarkably, H196 and E203 rank among these conserved
residues within the DB domains of the human NR family. Thus,
while H196 is absolutely conserved within all members of the
human NR family, E203 is predominantly conserved in most
members, with notable exceptions being the androgen receptor
(AR), glucocorticoid receptor (GR), mineralocorticoid receptor
(MR), and progesterone receptor (PR), which all have a glycine
substitution for E203. Interestingly, E203 is substituted with an
asparagine in the photoreceptor-specific nuclear receptor (PNR),
implying that hydrogen bonding at this position may play a
critical role in protein-DNA interaction pertinent to the physiological function of this nuclear receptor. Finally, E203 is
substituted with a related acidic and ionizable aspartate residue

FIGURE 7: Molecular surfaces depicting electrostatic potentials of the DB domain of ERR containing H196 and E203 in unprotonated forms
(a) and protonated forms (b) in complex with the ERE duplex. The blue and red colors denote the density of positive and negative charges,
respectively, while the apolar and polar surfaces are indicated by white/gray color on the molecular surfaces. In the expanded views, the locations
of H196 and E203 are clearly marked on the molecular surfaces, the parentheses indicating the overall charge on each residue under unprotonated
and protonated forms. The ERE duplex is displayed as a stick model and colored green for the sake of clarity.
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FIGURE 8: Amino acid sequence alignment of DB domains of all known members of the human NR family. Absolutely conserved residues are
colored red, while all other residues are colored black. Each member is denoted by its acronym in the left column, with the corresponding Expasy
code provided in the right column for access to the complete proteomic details of each member. The numerals hyphenated to the amino acid
sequence at each end denote the boundaries of DB domains for each member. The cysteine residues within each of the two zinc fingers of DB
domains, denoted ZF-I and ZF-II, that coordinate the Zn2þ ion in a tetrahedral arrangement are marked by asterisks. Residues D190, H196,
E203, and K206, located within the DB domain of ERR, are indicated by vertical arrows.

in hepatocyte nuclear factor 4a (HNF4a), hepatocyte nuclear
factor 4g (HNF4g), and the tail-less orphan receptor (TLX),
indicating that protonation at this position upon binding to
DNA may also be critical for these nuclear receptors. Thus, the
highly conserved nature of H196 and E203 among the functionally diverse members of the human NR family argues strongly
that the proton-coupled binding to DNA may have evolved as a
general mechanism for nuclear receptor function and regulation.
It is also worth noting that residue D190 is absolutely
conserved among all members of the human NR family, implying

that although it does not serve as a proton acceptor, it must also
play a pivotal role in protein-DNA interactions pertinent to
nuclear receptors. Additionally, our thermodynamic data indicate that the D190A substitution has no bearable effect on the
binding affinity of the DB domain of ERR for DNA (Table 2), an
observation that is in conflict with evolutionary constraints being
placed upon this residue in the human NR family. Further
scrutiny of the binding of the wild-type DB domain (DB_WT)
versus the D190A mutant (DB_D190A) to DNA suggests that
although they bind with virtually indistinguishable affinities, the

Article
underlying thermodynamic forces display distinct features. Thus,
while the binding of both domains is driven by favorable
enthalpic factors accompanied by entropic penalties, DB_D190A
generates twice as much heat relative to DB_WT, implying that
this residue may be critical for the folding and stability of ERR
and that the more favorable heat likely results from the partial
folding of the DB_D190A mutant domain upon binding to
DNA as noted earlier.
In an effort to further decipher the molecular basis of how
nuclear receptors bind to their cognate DNA promoter elements
with specificity, we also analyzed and compared the thermodynamics of binding of the ERE duplex to the DB domain of
ERR containing alanine substitutions for a number of additional
amino acid residues located at the protein-DNA interface
(Table 2). These point mutations include S193A (DB_S193A),
Y197A (DB_Y197A), S201A (DB_S201A), K206A (DB_
K206A), K210A (DB_K210A), and R211A (DB_R211A). As
shown in Table 2, alanine substitution of these residues weakens
the binding of the DB domain to DNA by as little as 2-fold in the
case of the S193A mutation and by as much as 17-fold in the case
of the R211A mutation relative to the wild-type construct,
implying that these residues contribute differentially to the free
energy of binding. Of these six residues at the protein-DNA
interface, only R211 is absolutely conserved within the DB
domains of all nuclear receptors (Figure 8). This salient observation suggests strongly that in addition to H196 and E203, R211 is
also likely to be a critical residue involved in the binding of all
nuclear receptors to their cognate DNA sequences. However, the
fact that residues S193, Y197, S201, K206, and K210 exhibit
variability within the DB domains of nuclear receptors argues
strongly in favor of their role in determining the specificity of
binding of nuclear receptors to DNA. Nonetheless, it should be
borne in mind that a complete understanding of the molecular
basis of DNA specificity of nuclear receptors awaits detailed
thermodynamic analysis coupled with site-directed mutagenesis
of specific amino acid residues within DB domains of other nuclear
receptors that we hope to accomplish in our future studies.
CONCLUSIONS
Nuclear receptor function is tightly regulated by a multitude of
post-translational modifications such as phosphorylation, acetylation, sumoylation, ubiquitination, and glycosylation (44-47).
However, such modifications usually occur in regions outside the
DB domain. The fact that the DB domain of ERR is directly
regulated via the proton-coupled equilibrium of two critical
residues, H196 and E203, located at the protein-DNA interface
not only adds to the repertoire of tricks and treats employed by
nuclear receptors but also has significant implications for improving our understanding of this important family of transcription factors.
Although the binding of the DB domain of ERR to DNA
appears to be coupled to proton uptake, it is not clear from our
data how such a coupled equilibrium might dictate the physiological role of this important nuclear receptor. Changes in
intracellular pH regulate a multitude of cellular processes such
as metabolic homeostasis and apoptosis (48). Furthermore, it is
believed that ionizable residues within proteins sense such
changes and activate a variety of proton pumps and ion transporters that in turn mediate extracellular transport of protons
and anions to regulate intracellular pH (49-51). It is thus
conceivable that changes in intracellular pH may also tightly
regulate the transcriptional activity of ERR through direct
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modulation of two ionizable residues, H196 and E203, located
at the protein-DNA interface. Protonation of such residues
would clearly enhance intermolecular hydrogen bonding and
electrostatic interactions critical to driving this key proteinDNA interaction and vice versa. Although pKa values of side
chains of histidine and glutamate within proteins are ∼6 and ∼4,
respectively (52), these are likely to be influenced by the neighboring ionizable amino acid residues in the DB domain as noted
earlier (Figure 1). Thus, protonation and deprotonation of H196
and E203 may not necessarily require large changes but may be
mediated by small changes in intracellular pH. Whatever the
exact physiological role of proton-coupled equilibrium observed
here, this study clearly suggests further investigation of the role of
pH in physiological processes governed by ERR and other
nuclear receptors.
In the crystal structure of the DB domain of ERR in complex
with the ERE duplex determined nearly two decades ago (28), it
was proposed that the negative charge on E203 was largely
neutralized through the formation of a salt bridge with the
neighboring K206. On the other hand, our study here shows
that the negative charge on E203 is rather neutralized through its
protonation, allowing it to participate in the formation of
hydrogen bonding with DNA in a more harmonious manner.
Additionally, the crystal structural analysis also suggested the
involvement of H196 in dictating protein-DNA interactions
through hydrogen bonding with the phosphate backbone. The
fact that H196 acquires a net positive charge through protonation
upon the binding of DNA suggests that H196 is more likely to
engage in the formation of a salt bridge with the phosphate
backbone. Altogether, our study exquisitely reveals how a combined approach involving site-directed mutagenesis in conjunction with thermodynamics can complement structural data and
further define key residues involved in protein-DNA interactions.
In short, this study demonstrates that the protonation of H196
and E203 in ERR is coupled to the binding of DNA and that such
protonation is required for high-affinity protein-DNA interaction through thermodynamic optimization of intermolecular
contacts. Given that H196 and E203 are conserved in a vast majority of ∼50 members of the nuclear receptor family, our findings
suggest that the nuclear receptors may act as sensors of intracellular pH and bear important consequences for a paradigm shift of
their molecular action. Finally, the proton-coupled equilibrium
characterized here may serve as a novel target for therapeutic
intervention of nuclear receptors.
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